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        Chiusa 

 

     Trentino-Alto Adige 

            Bolzano 

 

     TAPPA 4   CHIUSA—COLLALBO 

         Km 20,5     +1240m   -580m   E 

 

Chiusa lies on the course of the Isarco River and historically is a Customs 
post. Notwithstaning its reduced size it is officially a city, along with seven 
other municipalities of the Alto Adige. Chiusa lies 30 Km north of Bolzano, 
and about 10 Km south of Bressanone on State Highway SS12 leading from 
the Brenner to the Apennines, at the foothill of the Keep of Sabiona. Its name 
obviously derives from the Latin Clusa, meaning a weir on the navigable river, 
the Isarco. The name appears  in records of the 1027. Towering above the 
town is the monastery of Sabiona (Säben). The top of the mountain was 
inhabited in early history by the Raetians, and then by Germans. Between 
800 and 1000, Sabiona was an important Bishopric, which later was moved 
to Bressanone, the seat of the Diocese of Bolzano-Bressanone. Another 
steep stage, very engaging undertaking for its steepness and length: Uphill 
we shall reach Santa Verena, a goal for pilgrims of today as yesterday’s. We 
are crossing the greater part of the Renon plateau to reach Collalbo, passing 
through the curious  “pyramids of earth”.  
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Leaving from the town centre we shall walk Via città Alta, then Via Fraghes, we shall cross the Torrent Tinne, 

turning left on the lane that takes to the bank of the Isarco river;  
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After 1.4km we reach the road SS12 and go through the underpass  
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and follow the SS12 to the Brennerstrasse 8 (please pay attention to traffic). Here we turn left and start our ascent. After 350m you 

reach the first farm and walk along the dirt road No.4, first on the field and then into the forest  
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Cross a stream and turn left to reach a second farm.  
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On the paved road we continue and after 400m we reach a third farm. We follow the path for another 400m uphill and arrive at 

a small inhabited hamlet.  
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Then we follow the path that leads us left over a creek and another 400m uphill we cross another creek. Immediately after the crossing of 

the Creek, we turn right where the road forks off. After another 500m uphill on the left we meet a dirt road which leads us to the church 

of St. Moritz in Sauders. Here we have the choice to visit the church and the village of Sauders or we go down the road that leads us 

through two farms.  
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After the second farm a dirt road starts and crosses a forest and fields.  
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On a steep slope turn into a forest and follow the deep stream bed then we cross the creek ove a wooden bridge. Then the steep climb 

begins in a charming forest which then leads on a road towards Barbian.  
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Not far from our arrival we may note a small road with a sign stating “Le Tre Chiese” (Bad Dreikirche) one 

Km away. These are three quaint churches at the foot of a steep mountain, a point of pilgrimage  
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We shall carry on up to Barbiano, where we find a monument to the Pilgrim.  
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We continue on the paved road for 1.2km and cross the Ganderbach, where we can see the beautiful Barbian waterfall, just look up to your left. After another 

1.3km we reach Saubach where we refill your water containers with fresh water.  

We continue on the paved road for 1.2km and cross the Ganderbach, where we can see the beautiful Barbian waterfall, just look up

water containers with fresh water.  
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We shall carry on along a paved road, nearly leveled. In less than 5 Km we shall reach the foothill of Santa 

Verena, another important landmark on our route. We shall climb up a footpath leading to the church, from 

whose vantage point we shall enjoy the view of the valley below and of the Dolomites opposite, in the distance.  
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We descend from the hill along the old Kaiserweg and cross a small forest clearing to reach the Penzlhof.  
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Now we are back on the paved road and go right for another 150m and then a sharp left on the way 8A into the forest. After 500m 

we reach the first farm, after another 200m the second farm and after 400m the third farm. At the paved road we turn right  
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and after another 350m we turn left. Now we cross forest and fields climbing the mountain for 500m and reach an 

altitude of 1094 meters above sea level. We follow the path No. 8 and arrive after 1km Koblmühle, a small hamlet along 

the Köbelbach. Here we go right cross the Köbelbach turn left  
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then immediately right and then left and climbe on a beautiful cobblestone path with scattered calvary stations to the pilgrimage 

church Maria Saal.  
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After admiring the earth pyramids and various traces of ancient passages, we take the road SP73 for another 700m to Lengmoss, 

where we are being greeted by a beautiful lily pond.  
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After admiring the earth pyramids and various traces of ancient passages, we take the road SP73 for another 700m to 

Lengmoss, where we are being greeted by a beautiful lily pond  
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 then Collaldo will receive us with its nice pond with water lilies near a typical mountain railway station.  


